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Annals of Economic and Social Measure,,uqi, 5/1, l)76

REAL VALUE ADDED AND TiLE MEASUREMENT
OF INDUSTRIAL, PRODUCTION

ny STFI:AN() F[NAI.jIA5

This article considers measures of production that allow direct cotnpari sans across time and industries.
Like value added. it is argued, real value added should measure the value of production (activity and
results both, if consistently defined), but by an unchanging standard, it should thus reflect relative prices
as well as quantities; the identification of 'real" with "thin g-Iike" stems froni semantic confusion
Whjj the choice of standard is arbitrary, the value-added deflator should in any case be general, not
industry-specific wage-deflation in particular is heuristically appealing. By these cr iteria, both orthodox
"double-deflation" and own-output-price deflation yield poor measures, which do no: in general
outperform a simple sum of output series wit/i value added weights; the orthodox index of activity is
usually better but relatively expensive. A numerical simulation is included

I. INTRODUCTION

Industry is activity which transforms material inputs into material outputs,
Physical measures of industrial production (weight, volume, etc.) are for many
purposes perfectly adequate; hut since they are intrinsically heterogeneous, they
are ill suited to intcrindustry comparison and aggregation. This is precisely the
breach measures of real value added are designed to fill: all industry is then
measured in units of worth ("real value added"), as prices convert disparate
physical units into a more meaningful common unit; that unit is itself kept
constant ("real value added"), so that every unit is in fact equivalent to every
other; and each stage of industrial productioneach transformation of inputs into
outputsis measured separately in net terms ("real value added"), so that the
resulting figure avoids being swollen by the contribution of previous stages of
production. With all fabrication so counted only once, and in homogeneous units,
direct comparison and aggregation are in principle perfectly appropriate.2

For all this initial straightforwardness, however, the definition of industry's
real value added quickly encounters problems. Value itself is ambiguous: even

* This paper owes much to discussions with F. Gerard Adams, John C. Lambcle(, Robert A.
Pollak, and Stephen A. Ross. Errors, of Course. arc mine.

am not here concerned with such further criteria as may define "industry" to eXclUde
production of goods incidental to the sale of services or not for rnarkct exchange; these are discussed
e.g. in United Nations (1950), p. 10ff.

ft may be worth emphasizing that I ann here concerned with "rcal value added" solely as a
measure that allows all production to be directly and nseaningfuily compared or aggregated across
industrial or chronological boundaries. As we shall see, "real value added" has also been used to
denote measures devoted to quite different purposes; since different desiderata imply different
criteria, the present discussion of "real value added" in the specified sense is obviously not intended to
apply to "real value added" in any other sense. On the other hand, this multiplicity of meanings is
clearly unfortunate; and the most fitting meaning of "real value added" seems to be the one it has here.
Semantically, this use of the phrase is efficient: as noted in the test, each word in it defines OflC of the
critical features of the desired measure. Historically, this use of the phrase fo!tows its original meaning
to the ctent that it has one: the concept of "value added" wasevolved, not without difficulty, precisely
to allow meaningful comparison and aggregation across industries; and it was similarly recognized that
intertemporal comparisons required deflating current values into what we call "real" ones (see United
States Census Office, 1860; 1870, v 377-381; 1880, pp x, xxiv; 1890, pp. 28-29: 1900, pp.
cxxxviii-cxlii; 1910, pp. 22-26),
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I) abstracting from interterilpOral or international coniparisons, it corresponds to

mtrket prices, 35 iS svell known, only on a number of highly questionable

assumptions. Some of these concern the normative validity of prevailing prefer-

ences (such as may result for instance in discrimination by race or sex) -

opportunities (as determined for instance by the distribution of income and

wealth); and since the relevant ethical judgments are essentially arbitrary market

valuations can clearly be rejected out of hand. Secondly, less fundamentally hut

perhaps more interestingly, market valuations are themselves unequivocal only if

markets are perfect; and the empirical measurement of value and value added

must often come to grips with a gap between cost and price.

in such currently orthodox treatments of the problem as United Nations

(1950) or Hill (1971) this ambiguity is resolved by referring value added specific-

ally to "the results of activity" (industrial production, net output), as distinct from

"activity' (industry, input) itself. I will argue, in section II below, that in value

terms this distinction is inappropriate, and results from a failure to distinguish

between production sfricto sensu, exaction (public or private taxation or subsidiza-

tion), and speculation (decision_making with imperfect knowledge). In a world of

perfect specialization and exchange, these diverse activities would be performed

by separate entities, and each activity would be delimited by the relevant market

prices; in the real world, however, the typical firm carries on two or more of these

at once, and the prices that delimit each activity may need to be imputed. Once

these distinctions are recognized and the corresponding imputations carried out,

the formerly troublesome residual is fully allocated, the value of activity coincides

with that of its results, and value added is invariant to irrelevant reallocations of

activities among firms. All that is left is to decide which activities (and results) arc

to be included in one's definition of industry; ifas it seems natural to dowe
define industry to coincide with production siricto sensu, value added will exclude

not only materials costs but industry-specific taxes and (non-competitive) sur-

plus, and thus correspond to the (imputed) wage and equipment-rental bill.
The measurement of value added in "real" terms will be considered in

Section III. "Real" can be understood to mean either "thing-like" or "constant-
worth"; while the latter meaning is here the appropriate one, the literature leans

to the former. The literal interpretation of real value added as a thing in its own

right proposed by Sims (1969) and Arrow (1974) is in fact irrelevant to the

industrial measurement contemplated here; but even orthodox opinion takes it to
mean a constant-price aggregate of physical things, so that production is in fact

measured in a variety of disparate units. The first purpose of a real value added

measure, however, is to reduce all production to the same unit, so that it is all

directly comparable; secondarily, that unit should be empirically easy to obtain,
transparent particularly in its arbitrary aspects, and of course intuitively appealing
as a (constant) standard of value. On all these grounds, it would appear. the best

index of real value added may be a simple deflation of current values added by the
current value of common labor. This selection of human effort as the measure of

all things boasts ample precedent both in the profession and beyond it; but one
might complain that it fails to allow for the secularly increasing value of labor
itself. This suggests the alternative of deflating current values added by the price of
a fixed basket of goods; but the resulting index is rather more arbitrary than the
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preceding. and no less biased, albeit in the opposite dftccti. The goods-pncc-
deflated index is thus not a Superior substitute for the Wage-deflated index, though
it may be a useful adjunct to it.

Section IV considers the performance of alternative indices of real value
added in the light of the above standards. The orthodox "double-deflated"
quantity index of the results of activity and the corresponding quantity index of
activity share the insensitivity of quantity indices to real changes in (relative)
values, and the arbitrariness of constructing the component quantity series; their
data costs, moreover, arc relatively high. Of the two, however, the "activity"
index is by far less prone to error: while it is not the best index of real value added.
it is at !east the quantity index that is closest to it. David (1966) instead proposed
to deflate each industry's current value added by the current price of us OWfl
output: this index appears too sensitive to relative price changes, rather than not
enough; and it is not invariant to subaggrcgation ot industrial categories. Finally, a
single physical series such as gross output is often used as an index of real value
added: this cheapest of measures in fact often performs better than either the
"double-deflated"or the David index, and with suitable disaggregation by pro-
duction process will coincide with the quantity index of activity. The relative
performance of these various indices is further explored, in Section V, through a
simple numerical simulation.

II. VALUE ADoEIX PRODUCrION, EXTRACFION, ANE) SPEcULATIoN

Value added is a net measure: to permit aggregation without double-
counting, as noted, it must exclude what is counted eIsewhere. The categories
that separate an industry from "elsewhere" make that measure sensitive to some
changes and insensitive to others; in a world in which enterprises are not fully
speciaiized, and market relations can readily be abandoned for bureaucratic ones,
there is obvious cause to question the established practice of identifying the limits
of an industry with those of particular firms.4 If we are concerned with industry as
production rather than as ownership or control, we will hardly want, for example,
to register a decline in the power industry (value added producing power) and an
increase in the iron industry (value added producing iron) just because an
ironmaster decides to suppress the legal personality of his mill's wholly owned
source of power. Such purely legal changes would be suitably ignored by a
measure which did not deduct the cost of purchased power from value added in
iron at all, with the disadvantage, however, that industrial power production could
no longer be separately counted; and by a measure which instead recognized
in-house power production as a case of vertical integration, and attributed all
power production to the power industry independently of corporate organization.
As with power, so too of course with any other intermediate good or service; and
thus the general conclusion that industry is better measured on the basis of
activities than of enterprises.

3This is clearly so whether the relevant input is "active" or "passive," whether the production
function is somehow separable or not; compare Domar (1961), p. 726n, or Sims (1969), p. 470, and
Arrow(1974), p.4.

See for instance United Nations (1950). p.S1 lobe sure, the data are somewhat easier to collect
tithe basic administrative uj is not asked to make distinctions within itself.
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faces. Jut fact, of course, fit'omts often produce wiih uuuit'eutaln knowledge of that
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demand; and when the product is sold the firm may find it has earnedmore or less
than a normal return.8 Such firms arc also speculators, albeit in their Output rather
than in their input; and once again it is the speculator, and not the "pure
producer'' (who works oniy to the speculator's order) who earns that SUIpIUS. If
the speculator and the producer were different (legal) persons, the value of the
producer's output would he unambiguously given by the speculator's l)aYmctit,
whatever the latter's subsequent receipt; and (assuming current competitive
pricing of both inputs and output) the value of the results of the producer's activity
corresponds. OflCC again, to the value of the activity itself. When producer and
speculator are not different persons, however, the Conventional valuemeasures of
activity and of its results again fail to coincide; hut it is now the former, (wL + rK),
which correctly measures value added in production strictly defined (assuming. of
course, that equipment is rented on a spot basis). The latter, (p0zR), includes
the results of speculation, in that the recorded p is the price received, rather than
paid, by the speculator; if 0 is correctly valued, of course, the tWo measures
coincide.

It may be pointed out that the value measure of production strictly defined--
(wL + rK) or (p0-- zR). with the appropriate unit values as understood above--is
necessarily nonnegative. The value added by the speculator's decision as to what
production will take place, in contrast, is essentially unconstrained; and if the
decision-maker's guesses arc badly wrong, lie may lose more than the value added
by the producer who carries out his order. The speculator, for example, may order
a machine that fails totally to perform its intended function, and is suitable only for
demolition; it is thus not implausibly worth less than the materials consumed by
the machine's producer. In such circumstances, the mcasurc of the industry
defined to include such speculation as well as production siricte is quite properly
negative; but it bears repeating that such negative value added is the sum of a
positive figure measuring production as such and an absolutely larger negative
figure measuring speculationand that such speculation maybe performed by the
producing firm or by anyone else.'° Supervision costs being what they arc, in fact,
workers are not just their employer's longa nianus, hut share a measure of
decision-making power. A common enough destroyer of value is thus the worker
himself, who for instance critically damages a part as he installs it; but he destroys
value in his (limited) capacity to decide what will he doneas his employer's
agent, one might sayrather than as strict executor of decisions already taken.
Risky decision-makingspeculatimay thus be suffused throughout the firm,
as well as concentrated at its top or altogether outside it; its value, positive or
negative as it may be, is in any case conceptually distinct from the necessarily
positive value of execution, i.e. of production strictly defined.

a
am here concerned specifically with production 'on spec', i.e. in the absence of orders.

Uncertainty can also lead the firm to hold inventories; hut in this case the imputation of a value to the
firm's entire output (as ii additions to inventory were sold from the plant to the warehouse) is already
standard practice.

if existing markets generate neither the correct p nor the correct r, these could flot he direuly
calculated, but would have to be estimated. The conventional measure of the value of the results of
activity (pQzR) of course coincides with the value of the activitystrictly productive and
peculaavf hat produces those results

'°Strictly speaking, final value should be measured by what the informed consumer would bc
willing to pay; the consumer disappointed by his purchase is clearly a speculator.
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lo be sure. a tiap hetween a good's cost (properly caIcuatcd at current
values) and the price at which it is sold need riot stern from uncertainty and
speculation. Monopoly is an obvious alternative source of surplus; but it may he
enlightening to consider first the firm that knowingly chooses to earn a less than
normal return. The good's low market price measures its value to the buyer; but its
"true" value includes the (external) benefit to the seller which justifies the
decision to produce at a loss in the first place. That benefit may he purely psychic, a
case of industrial Maecenatism,'' or it may he the prospect of future profits; in any
event, the phenomenon seems best assimilated yet again to the paradigm of
vertical integration. Imagine that actual production is subcontracted (through
competitive bidding) to an ordinary firm: the value of production is clearly given
by the price paid, rather than received, by the firm that lets the contract. Once
again, the value of production strictly defined is measured by the conventional
measure of activity, (svL + rK), assuming a proper r; the conventional measure of
the results of activity, (p0 zR), understates the appropriate p by the amount of
the unit subsidy.

In the presence of such departures from ordinary competitive behavior, the
value of production stride is properly measured at the market price plus the
private subsidy. Since taxes are negative subsidies, one could argue that in strict
analogy private taxes should he subtracted from the firm's income; the value of
production would thus remain (wL +rK), corresponding to (p0- zR) at a p
exclusive of monopoly profits. The analogy might seem forced, to the extent that
individual decision-makers are not normally free to levy private taxes as they are
to disburse private subsidies; but the argument can he made by another route.

The basic point, once again, is that while the producer and the monopolizer
are often the same legal person. they need not he; and it is of course the
monopolizer who earns the monopoly profits. An industrial firm may thus earn a
monopoly rent because it alone has the right to use a particular technology; it
would retain that rent if it abandoned production and leased its patent rights,
while the firm that paid for those rights would earn only a normal return. In the
absence of artificial restraints on the right to enter into contractual agreements,
indeed, monopoly profits would not accrue to producers at all, but to the true
monopolizers: public officials empowered to grant patent rights, concessions, and
the likeor private "enforcers" who discourage competition-_would he paid the
value of their service; and where public or private coercion cannot be enlisted a
monopoly would be maintained only by paying off potential competitors.'2 As in
the case of private subsidies, the value of production stricte is measured by
(wL +rK); the market value of the good, p. and thus (p0- zR), will reflect the
value of exaction as well.

Within the industrial firm, the monopolizer may he not only the capitalist but
the labor force, suitably organized. On the logic outlined above, it would then be

The Lamborghini automobile Concern was reputedly a case in point. Such psychic income is a
form of consumption, logically value-subtracting as production is value-adding.12

Nineteenth-century transport history provides a rich catalog of bribes both to public officials
and to potential competitors (who at times actually set up a "nuisance" company to establish their
credibility); private "enforcers" are of course still with us.
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appropriate to distinguish between the workers' "normal" income, which they
earn as workers and is thus to be included in the VaIUC of production, and their
"excess'' earnings as iiionopoliiers, which are instead to he excluded from (fiat
liguic; the distinction wouki 01 0Uiae he )artictifarly obvious if the monopoly
surplus were captured not by inflating iV hut as a flat fec for the permission to hire
at all. By the same token, labor that aCCCI)IS a sUbstandard payment for given skills
and exertion should he attributed its full value, and the firm's product would he
correspondingly inflated by the implicit subsidy.

Public Taxes and Subsidies

Public taxes and subsidies create measurement problems largely analogous to
those attributable to vertical integration in all its forms: the legal tax base is
"arbitrary," i.e determined by administrative conveniencc, and may he "arhitrar-
if y" altered. A tax on output may for instance be replaced by taxes on the
producer's purchases of inputs, or even by direct taxes on the inputs' incomcs
and such administrative changes may have rio impact at all on actual production,
though market prices would vary in response to shifts in the legal tax base. Ifour
measure of production is to be unaffected by such purely administrative changes,
its inclusion or exclusion of taxes must be determined a priori, independently of
their legal base, exactly the way the production of power is to be handled
independently of the legal identity of the producer. It is tempting, pursuing that
analogy, to conclude that all taxes should be excluded from the measured value of
production: the latter would thus correspond to (wL + rK), with w and r them-
selves net of direct or indirect tax. The arbitrariness of the tax base WOUl(I then rio
longer be a problem; what remains problematic, however, is the possibly arbitrary
choice between public and private provision of final goods and services. Adminis-
trative convenience, for instance, may induce the members of a town to
municipalize their country club, and replace the fees by equivalent taxes; and one
would presumably no want to register a decline in industrial production as a result
of a purely legal change of this particular sort.

The proper treatment of taxes thus apparently depends on a prior determina-
tion of their economic rationale: an unwelcome conclusion, surely, whose thrust
may however be limited by two rather more comforting considerations. The first is
that taxes which are uniform with respect to the net compensation of the primary
factors of production (L and K) can of course be treated arbitrarily, since value
added relativeswhich are after all what we are interested in----will be the same
whether such taxes are included or not;'5 the second is that specific departures

We mighi imagine youths willing to work in a sports arena ala reduced wage for the pleasure of
contact with the learns: their "psychic income" would he part of their wage and of the firm s product.
The logic of imputing a wage Ic; housewives' services is of course analogous.

14
The various notions of "value added' currently accepted differ in their treatment of indirect

taxes only; the questions raised by direct taxes are not broached. See for instance United Nations
(1953), p.8, United Nations (1968), p. 230ff., and Hill (1971), pp. 12-13.

15
A flat-rate income or value-added tax isa typical example of such a uniform tax: a turnover tax

would be another only in long-run institutional equilibrium, witi all production vertically integrated to
minimize the tax burden. In the case of a flat-rate sales tax, it would be simpler to exclude the tax from
the value added of the final stage of production than to disirit,ute it over all the stages o1roduction.
The argument that uniform taxes can be so treated assumes that public consumers goods arc
consumed in proportion to income, so the mix of tax payments for consumers' goods and other
payments does not vary across industries.
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/ from uniform rates (whether differences over time or space, or, most simply,
between industries) will generally be less dithcult to evaluate than the tax bill as a
whole. If there is evidence that an industry-specific tax is in fact returned as
consumption goods specific to that industry's primary factors, that tax vill he
included in the value of that industry's production (which thus remains unaffected
by changes between private and public financing of that consumption); normally,
however, that will not be the case, and such taxes will be excluded from the value
of production strictly defined on the grounds that the primary factors' value and
contribution correspond to the price net of tax, the further increase in price being
value added by the government itself."' An industry-specific subsidy (perhaps in
the guise of a lower-than-general tax) is by the same token normally included,
typically as a correction to p quite analogous to the case of private subsidization
discussed above.

A proper value measure of industrial production thus measures both the
value of activity and the value of its results; and it is insensitive to such changes as
the substitution of intrafirm relations for interfirm ones or the substitution ofone
tax base for another, though not of course to the possible changes in production
that may result from them. The value measure of industrial production strictly
defined will include competitive profits, since these reflect the current value of the
fixed inputs; but it will exclude the profits and include the losses of risky
production decisions (speculation), as it will exclude the profits of private exaction
(monopoly) and include private subsidies. Differential taxes will normally be
excluded, and subsidies included, whether they are "direct" or "indirect"; but
uniform taxes may be included as a practical expedient.

III. REAL VALUE ADDED: CRITERIA FOR MEASUREMENT

The direct comparison and aggregation of industrial production will he
meaningful if the latter is uniformly measured, on a net basis, in a common unit of
value. So long as all one's observations are contemporaneous, monetary mag-
nitudes are homogeneous, and current-price value measures of industrial produc-
tion are perfectly satisfactory for the purposes at hand. From one time period to
another; on the other hand, monetary magnitudes are not meaningfully
homogeneous; intertemporal comparisons or aggregation thus require that the
variable value units of the current-price measures be replaced by their equivalents
in units of constant, unchanging

worth.'7 In the jargon, we speak of deflating
(current) value added into real value added; and it is clear from the purpose of the
operation that "real" has here not its literal, everyday meaning of "thing-I ike" hut

'6Thc government may then be acting "in its own right" (as in the case of so-called (de)inerit
wants), or as agent for some other sector which is suffering external effects, when the tax is not
excluded, the government is the agent of the industry's own primary factors.

17
Measurement problems are created by space as well as by time. hut the two are generally

considered equivalent (Arrow. 1974, p. 3). Intranational space is typically ignored; and if different
nations were effectively grouped in a single market (Benelux, perhaps) there would presumably be no
objection to converting own-currency values at the prevailing exchange rates the way we implicitly
convert New England dollars into California dollars. Can we argue, by analogy, that if interteinporal
markets were perfect, expectations realized, etc.. we should he willing to make interternporal
comparisons directly at discounted current values? Should "real" comparisons over time discount for
time as well as for inflation? Current practice is against it; hut the question deserves more attention
than it has so far receised.
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the precise technical meaning of "constant-worth." To be sure, there is l)Ct%'eCI1
the common and the technical meanings of the word a point of Contact, which
marks the empirical context within which the relevant technical concept
elaborated and the common word transformed into jargon. As is well known, the
distinction between (current) values and "real" values gained currency in the
context of inflation: in pure or extreme inflation, changes in relative prices are
negligible next to changes in absolute prices; paper money loses its value, things
keep theirs, and "thing-like" corresponds to "constant-worth.'' Out of that
context, on the other hand, "thing-like" need not correspond t ''constant-
worth" at all. Imagine for instance that the absolute price of every good remains
constant, with the exception of one which declines to a fraction of what it was: this
one thing is exactly like paper money in the case of inflation, losing value while
everything else (paper money included, in the present case) retains it: it is by

c definition "real" in the common sense of "thing-like," hut it is not "real" at all in
s the technical sense of "constant-worth." In the case of "real" as in the analogous
e one of "rent," the word's technical sense does not simply coincide with its
n common one; hut whereas the technical understanding of "rent" is no longer
iy corrupted by the common meaning of the term, "real" has yet to be stripped of

alien connotations. The res in "real" casts a long shadow over the literature: the
common approach is to seek not an unchanging unit of value in which to measure

n all industry, but the physical counterpart of value added in each industry: and the
e prevailing disagreements are only over its appropriate definition.

Ut
Physical Value Added

The most rigorously literal interpretation of "real" value added is that
espoused by Sims (1969) and Arrow (1974). The notion of real value added makes

he sense, they assert, only if the production function is separable in a Particular way,
of so that Q = Q(K, L, R) can be rcwrilien Q Q(V(K, L), R): only in such a case

cart we "imagine capital and labor cooperating to produce an intermediate good,
uc- real value added (V), which in turn cooperates with materials to prOdUce the final

to product[;] in other cases capital and materials may seem to be a more natural
aggregate" than capital and labor.'8 From the traditional perspective of industrial

the measurement, however, the shape of the production function is irrelevant: "real"
nts does not mean literally thing-like; "value added" includes capital and labor hut
ing not materials costs in order to count all production once and only once, and a
the different treatment of these inputs would he incongruous. In fact Sims and Arrow
hut are not concerned with such industrial measurement at all, hut with the econoniet-

rics of production functions. "A nalysis of production relations is simpler if we cart
not restrict ourselves to looking at two inputs at a time":'' but should one estimate a

production function linking real value added to capital and labor, the' ask, if such
a functionV(K, L)need not in fact exist'? This question, however, corre-

. sponds to "Does the notion of real value added make any sense'?" ° only UIi a
icitly
poral (t974), pp. 4-5: see also Suns (19(i9), p. 47(1.

,oral Sims) t9ô9), p. 470. As an empirical mauer. of course. K or 1. need not be a single legitimate

it for "thing" any more than V is; the production function Q(K, I., RI need not unsnkc noticeably fewer

nOon special assumptions than Vt K, L does.
Sims ( "i9), p. 471; similarly Arrow (1974). p. 5.
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literal but unusual definition of "real value added'' as a thing in its own right; and it

has little to do with the meaning of "real value added'' in the context which coined

the phrase in the first place.2t
This tendency to consider "real'S as somehow itflhllC(lUttClY thing-like is,

however, shared by the literature concerned directly with the measurement of

industry: "real" value added is there generally identified, if not with a thing iii

itself, at least with a constant-value aggregate of things. The standard measure of

real value added, wholly analogous to "real"national income of which it is in fact a

disaggregation, is the difference between the quantity of output and the quantity

of intermediate inputs, each measured at base-year prices; the appropriateness of

this definition is usually considered self-evident, or nearly so:3 David ( l%6)

proposes instead to identify an industry's real value added with the current-price

equivalent of value added in its own output, the resulting physical series being

then weighted by base-year prices. These measures, which will he considered

more fully below, are ordinary quantity indices, heir to the familiar "index-
number problem": intertemporal real value added relatives will not in general he

invariant to the choice of base year, and intratcmporal relatives will not corre-

spond to their current-price equivalents. This index-number problem is typically

considered a fact of life, unwelcome perhaps but essentially unavoidable; at best, a

it is kept within bounds by repeatedly changing the base year and thus recalibrat-

ing the index, quite the way one might limit the error of a slow timepiece by
repeatedly resetting it.24 In fact, however, the index-number problem appears to

he evidence of the fundamental inappropriateness of the usual constant-price
aggregates of things as measures of real value added; and it is symptomatic that
the index-number problem should vanish when rclative rices remain constant,
i.e. when "thing-likc' happens to coincide with "constant-worth."

Within a time period, it is agreed, industries can be compared directly in
current terms: the monetary unit is then a uniform measure of value, and kwith the
qualifications noted above) current-price values added arc themselves "real" in

the relevant sense. In the common perspective, this fact warrants the identification
of current- and constant-price values added in the base year, and the recognition
that any year can be selected as the base; but this does not quite do it justice. If
within-period current-price value-added relatives are real, first of all, then
changes in these relatives are also real, whether they are due to differential
changes in physical output flows, in physical primary input flows per unit of
output, or in the relative value of the primary inputs. Quite so: industry-specific
improvements in primary factor productivity or reductions in primary factor
values reduce the industry--activity and result bothjust as effectively as a
reduction in output does; all these influences, then, are relevant to a proper
measure of real value added. If within-period current-price value-added relatives

21 ()ddly, Arrow begins his discussion of real value a&klcd by reviewing the justitication of 'value
iddd' in current tcr ins and the prolden'i of delhi i ng it into ''a ii i uvari able si ,indard of val only to

switch to Sunis' po Iblen) with the argument that 'ihe most natural meaning [of real value added I.
indeed the only one I can think of. arises [ruin the estimation of production functions: see Arrow
(l974. pp. 3-4

2 See for instance lubricant 1)40,, p. 2b. and United Nations ( 196). p. (nit!.
Sec for instance Hill 1971 I, pp. 13-14 and Arrow (1974). p. 4.This definition or course also

reflects the ilislinction between 'activity'' and "the results of activity" discussed above.
See for instance lubricant (1940), pp. 33-34, Sims ( 19fi9), is. 2. and Arrow (1974), p. 4.
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tie reaL undly, WC iivcd a IUI Itii_t ItCt5IIR' (II "t('.Il v,iliw i(klr(l only i ouk'r
tO II1HkC mICE tCniR'I8l cti,,i,arIsoi1s, I .ettiflp. it ninl U R'I)lCeItt iitdusti ks and 11w
st,hcIipI IcpR"eI1t Iiiilc, we have hit' itt's,ied ie;il ( it 1/U1 A )/U,) I)' direct
uhsCrVOti4HI 0! t'tltI('Ilt -ttIc1' V,ItLieS ltl(Itd viiat yl' S(CI 00.' cqiiilly ral litter
tcflhIa)ral ratios SUCh (/1 /1. 'I (A/H I 011(1 (i%/I,), UI CUtilSe. 0 si!IIC
such ratio say (A /A,) will let us calculate all otlwi totes: ku inst;uicc,
(A /U) (,t//t,I (A/U) Ui, / U.) ( 11,/Ad (it ,/ftW in the saute way,
given the ititIateitlpO?al iith'ruidtislry relatives in ''11w hast' ycat '' and the inte'
IcOlporal iilthIiIl(htIStly tt'lUtIs'tS IiV('Il liy out iitdustiy-spccilic R'al value aikied
indices, WC COil calculate inti tealplirill iitcriti.1itstiy tcliitivcs iii othet years:
obtaining (A 1/U,), say. from (A, /fl I). (A IA ) ind (11, lU.) Now with I he tisutI
sort of reul value added iiitk, such calculated reIlivcs do nut iii gciit'iul coiticide
with directly I)w!ve(l ones; hut 1111w ohsctved (A / II,) and (A /lS) are correct
real measures, then this "iridex-itnitiher problem" means that t1i' calculated
(A ,/H) is wrong aiid wrong hccmsw (A, / A,) or ( Il / lId is wrong. Ihese indices
uc Wl(iIi, i.i'. not ''ical' iii (lie IThtl)t'i SCIISC UI cnistntit-wotth." jtr''isely
because they inc oiditiaty qilailtity iIaIiceS'R'lIl' iiuigiiittnks being thus itlii
tilled with indusltyspecific physical ones current values added being thus
ilehlated by indiistiy.swt'itmc p11cc iinliccs pioductiun is elcaily titeasuied n a

variety of disparate sunits, and it o ttittiutn ("i cal value'') measmaic is iii it achieved in

all. ( )f course. ii relative prices tcnnnn CiiItS(aIIt the index-nunthet problem
disappears: all physical usitits arc then equivalent toeat'h oilier at ttitchuiiged totes,
and mill intlustryspccitic pike ititlices are idcntiotl, so all industry is cfkctively
measured in the sante unit millet ill. In the coiitext of pine iitl1utuii, 'teal cati hc
taken literally hut Ihcui, as we have seet,, 11 tlimut were not the case this mislenihing
word wonki not here he used at all,

'l'hv Sieiudard of Real Value

I'hc esscntinl objective of the desired real value multied measure is to render
all industrial production directly c mjnrahile. regardless oh dilkrences in time (or
spm*ce) or technique. by expressing it in the saute, tiiichmtttging titlil &if value. 'I'he
first requisite of such tt measure is thus that ditkrent industries I' utucasuied in the

sanw uni; the cuu'rcntprice values added of diflercnt iiidusl rks ate uccorthitugly
be deflated by the .sanu price index. Whatever that price index may he, the

mere fact of using a single. comnmtm deflator will ensure that titicuhtited
iflIrtlperO)d rcltivcs correspond to their (already ''temil'') ctirretlt-pI'ici' e(l1uiViI
lcnts by the same token, each ''real'' time series will properly reflect all the
relevant influences on relative industry sue, including iliIferntimtl changes in the
rennmcrat Inn of pr!rnllry lc1ors a rid in thctr use jse I uuuilt i )f output us well mis in

output itself!5
On the other hmtnd, no specific deflator sinuds OIII as theitretiemully correct

one: there is no all-purpose standard of value, and no partit'uhsr standard is

defined by the ksire to construct meaningful iultettCmp)r'Il comparisons of

'I'hvrv ii ,iOfllg rveo$mlkin in thy t(teruri' mhu "tetit" Incurc houkI ttkt rdtivt' in

*tt qutinulty iaitl thui Ihiti own- prk'e ikfthtlon t mnitppn'ptiIlte mU ml tiiii pit*t IIi (III ii

*YW1 i14)eh of pmudi, kit lnitutnev, hmhncnt noted 11w unvl*lOy of detlituimni by tk own fltIL'V of thi'

'oud, iN] iU$v*ktI 4l,mI1m,n by "it nqtm*I prax ind'i' lntcnd iiw Fi'htk'i*iSi I 1US$). p. 344fl
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flI(tfl'.tI al lii Iii, tIiu. an ltI'tI , \ li'it r iiitit,iIlt lint it

Ifli'' piiip&'i lv Ik' iiiiiitI I'V tin' R'aiIIll)lC tk'ii ' t(} t,Iil,iiii uiRlSiII thu u',

uuitiiivti ii'aliui, Eu siiui kiHutuct. ( )n th&t ;itnuuiul.. tin'
hicI (I('II liii wnuikl i'ciEl lu 1w tlu' cat iuul 'fl Pt tI(iiIlui i('44)'.I)l/4lh)t('

Il;iuip (iii I(It(' til lhlut!?.) i11 1uiuitlu'tit'ii )ult(I tlit'ui I1(' Cuit'ti'Iit('ti iii that uiuic

inuttititIlil tIuiui',, (()II5I(lI('4l 'u&'iul tin uiuicit uilii; sttuiitluitt .ut vtihiit' lu'

ttssttiii;iliufl; tin ithe, thuiuu' woniul tic 'icat' iii aunt ut ilwii, .iu1tt' I it'ltuluvt'

chitutigett ii woiilti 1w voi iii a vat ytiij tiiiitiiiutt ot 'it'iul'' titiih. thu (111)1(1' iii a lump
its thu "ictul unit,' II) tIH'ttt, IS 1101 tiitl tt'tt h'y hit' ttii &'jiiumt lctiUiu'uulcuul (lint a

''iciui' 1'LIR' 1w su, ichuiw a Ilk' 151111' ut iii Iii l('.% ii IS v ,utt'd umiI' us a

iimnttitiil t't)ctiit'I1t nail so Iuii as vtiiitilt' tutturi uhivus tii1wtui (Ii t'nsl uiiu)It' iii
tt'Iuiis of cilcmultitutuii, tiiti'i jiit'ltihiuiIl. (ii t'Iiiiiiiui1qt'tItIi)ii lliiun hIii'y tilt' wuit lii iii
tu'i IllS tit iiitiiihivt' iIpik'al

( H till Elit' (huinp html uiva' thus In' tikuti us hit' sliiuitltiitt ul vultit'. j'ttiI,'. hit'
hiu,,I u. lliuui iii thu sprt'uhic stuist' oh uuidiiitut V lilt it'ii t'ituii I (whoM' it lit' huts
uxtiutics 11w i Immu U to lutmiauu tal)illui (ii tuilluIi&'ulSiituuuIl FOt )tII tRilial i 11t11111111

vua king cuiu,ititiu,uus). It such wti;u ticlluiuoui us ,ihut,tui , its ii iiilmau'iiiu'ss us whtuiiiv

tiiiiiuiti'sl, siluct' (lit' iuuk' ciunki utuit 1w uuuuiR' suuiltily iu'tucuivt'ul: tutiti whuut ciii ut'itl

pit'icu iuIuc inkk'd scuics nc tiliratly tn'tuiiaiilt' liui,uI u:t'pituhic as at lutist appnixi-
Iullttcty ttui icul iii lu'ttuis of thu tt,uusniuj linus ctt'vckn'd III St tutu II hlui\('), au

Iciusi, its Cu)tiSh!U&'t.iuiIi tc(IlIIuCS uiuuly it sutiglt' iiultliliotuiii J)I itt' N('l II'S wlittii us iii
gt'Ii&'Illi tt'iutiiiy ttstitluutilt' t4OSt lIl1iOI Ituuitty, ,)t'tliiIpS, (lit' t'huu,icu itt litutittuit t'lluui I

,is (1w IIICISIIR' (ii tilt hhuuti tins ticiiunuistttuictl i( wide intuitive appeal ovut a lung
(ji unit always euuliudy dent -hetutted) tutnlihlon that runs from the Wealth 01 Nations
tliiouglu the ( it'ni'ral Iheort tiutul huyninl; umtd Pr('(iM'ly hicciutse it s hut Ii
sttiumghhltimwiurtl md uujin'tuIing i is ideally simit'd to cuummnuuictuion within a lmmd
jutt'hlcu'hiitml t'oninnuitit , /

liii' i'ulIltumfl)uuiiuiy tuuidutic, at It'iust svithtiui hhit' iiiifu'ssitiii, IS lii ttiihtihe
('u)Il'shilIiCy 1)1 51/111th hut 1(1 hituiuiiiui lithium lint hi gunuls, 1IuiIIi this lit'iSj)t't'tiVt',
sstigt'-ttt'Iltuhtuium tuiittciesliiiia(us "i&'tul' iuusvtiu Iiu't'tiiist' ml uueglects (hue growth of
''tt',mt wu('s,'' auth unit cut values tickled shiuiumiut ht' ti iiuvuuIuuI tutu a uuututuuiah gouid

unlhici 1111111 hun titIan hut' diIIit'uihlv, hiuiwt'vt'i . is html iii' 'uuigle hfluittuutb is

uiivknmsl 1ut'ieuhk' In tuuty uhlium hnwt'vum iuppiopm itutu detltuhiuuu 1w cut a iuit'es
nmny halve sct',nett Ill t'eiIhtu ics jilist. tieR' uuiti litiw it wumluI unruly t'uiuuinmd
wnlcspmt'tuui tussuumt. Must would plt'lur Iii s1wtjly in ui hilt ny t'uumuuhItlsiIc guu.ni (ii

lixed liuskel of gouttis. &'titit't'h)tliluihy t'ttuiviutuut to a siuighu thtiuug) html thu tusts of
intkx t'ouushtulttiuni uuiti ctmluluuutuitlihuuili tue thcuu'hiy tuiu'mutmsu'd. A t'uiuui1lositt' gotitt

can he jiiit't'ti tuily !iy hunting the 1tict' oh all Its comuutniuwuuls; wla'ic lnk't' ,t'rit's tie
ulul icadihy mvtuil;uhhe, theme unity he tu sigiuhikutit t'xtttu cost ituvtilvt'd iii Iituciiug (lit'
piu'cs iii utiany gotutfs riuthucu Ihiuuuu the wipe ilouit' Mo,covut, Olit' t'ttItI hut thy
txIut't'h scluotnts svuiukumig in thiftement IICiS um hiuuw Ill'tRu(ts In chiu'uust' (hue stummic

liu iiItliist, tiiriutiltt liii IEit'uui'tuu iitli tuiutu'ul ui',t iii Iitiu;g huh's till 1.1 utiusluitItit i'll liii
i'sSuIihlIIlItiul luau hihu'It'ituuiu' ftii'iiuuiis iuii' huuiiuituilutItt sit' (Ui hu,staIIiu' lu 'lInk (Ill/I) iii,! Suuiutit'isu in
,iiuut Suuiu' (11111) As auui s'hhiul it au uuuultuu if I!iiISt' Eituuiuilhut'Iuu it is itittituihi Iii It alt, 'auhti' Iihil(Vt'I
sliutut's viny sigiulhui.iiuuiiv will, uuluunhue iuuiui It', tuiuhu' uuuuu 'u auiuislutt'i iii aiti usauulithia' iii u uu,Ilv
i,liitttuiuIIiiul hint uluut'', hut i'v (iii Itt'If iii iuutia'tisi'uI tuitututilt uutilut'aul

''I iituii Ii 'i(tit, t' 'I S fiat lulsltujiuc, JirUviuhu's his Iu'lullau stiltu liii, iu't';rllu iituul 5' ss'ia' i itt's is
Itic 3'tI tuusu'i iii wh'u(u Iii tuuiulti sturuil iuiinit'ru, t'ujiiuvauhu'iut.. iii iiiu'uIiattut vaulut's
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standard composite good; and since the implications of altering that standard
would not be immediately apparent, the resulting indices could be shared and
compared only with Some difficulty.

In the case of contemporary economics amply documented bytheit statistical
bureaus, of course. one might simply deflate current values added by some official
index of prices. Among these, the most attractive would appear to be the GNP
deflator: since industries would then he measured in "real" terms essentially by
distributing "real GNP" among industries in proportion to their share of GNP at
current prices, "real values added" would happily sum to "real GNP".28 If "real
GNP" is calculated as a Laspeyres quantity index, however, the GNP deflator is a
Paasche price index: and this creates difficulties of interpretation, since we can no
longer speak of the deflator as the price of a givei composite good. Intertemporal
comparisons (other than to the base year) would be among industries reduced to
different physical equivalents; and it is hard to see on what grounds these
physically different composites could he considered of equal worth.2° A Laspeyres
price index is not heir to this difficulty (since it keeps the same quantity weights
year after year, the good assumed to be of constant worth is simply the base-year
mix of final goods and services); in practice, however, GNP deflators are rarely of
the Laspeyres type.3°

On these grounds, then, deflation by the price of a (single or composite) final
good seems inferior to wage deflation; and its superiority in terms ef the principal
criterion of intuitive appeal is certainly moot. Granting that rising living standards
make labor worth more, there is nonetheless every reason to believe that
increasing material abundance makes goods themselves worth less;3i indeed,
those who espouse a strict "relative-income"conception of human welfare would
deny that generally shared increases in purchasing power yield any benefits at
all.32 Most probably, then, a goods-price-deflated index is to be considered biased
upward with respect to the intuitively "best" index, just as a wage-deflated index
is biased downward. While there is thus little reason to pursue the former in place
of the latter (particularly in view of their relative costs), there is the usual excellent
reason to pursue them both.

As a measure of production that permits direct intertemporal and interin-
dustrial comparisons, then, real value added is neithera thing in its own right nor a
constant-price aggregate of things; it is, rather, a measure of all production in
common, unchanging units of value. Such a measure can be obtained only by
deflating all current-price values added by the same price index; while the choice
among possible defiators is arbitrary, the price of common labor stands out by

'Real GNP" could of course be made to coincide with the aggregate of "real values added" by
deflating current GNP by the chosen deflator of current values added, be that an index of wages, corn
prices, or whatever. On the other hand, the currently orthodox notion of "real GNP"is not heir to the
problemsspecific to disaggregated measuresthat plague the currently orthodox notions of "real
value added"; and it does seem intellectually and bureaucratically entrenched.

29See for Instance Phillips (1961). p.320. and David (1962), p. lSOn.°
See for instance hill (1971), p. 16. In the case of international comparisons, furthermore, even

Laspeyres-type GNP deflators would have different quantity weights.
The a priori argunserit is made for instance in Lerner (1944). pp. 26-27; its empirical validity is

confirmed by the widespread desire to smooth consumption even at the cost of postponing and
reducing it (as in the case of saving for one's retirement despite negative rates of return).

See for instance Easierlin (1974).
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/ virtue of its conCepttial simplicity, statistical cheapness and wide intuitive appeal.

To the extent that wage-deflation understates growth by failing to allow for

increases in the "real'' wage, one may wich to dollate current values added both by

the wage rate and by the price of a representative basket of goods: between them,

these indices straddle the measure most woUld consider intuitively correct.

IV. EvcouAiION OF At.TFRNATiVF IND1('FS

This proposed index of real value added defines a standard of cost and

performance to which other indices may usefully he compared. From this novel

perspective I shall here consider, in order, the currently orthodox measure of real

value added (the "double-deflated" index) and the corresponding measure of
activity; the "own-output-price deflated" index proposed by David (196fi); and

the simple (base-year value added weighted) "output" indeX that is a COflhEflOfl pis

aller when the data arc too poor to permit more refined calculations. This general

discussion will he followed by a more systematic appraisal of the comparative
performance of alternative indices under particular simplifying assumptions.

Orthodox Measures of Real Value Added and of Activity

The too literal interpretation of "real" as thing-like has led, as we have seen,

to the identification of "real" indices with ordinary quantity indices. "Real value
added" is no exception, and its currently orthodox measure (iii its usual Laspeyrcs

Form) is (p ,Q, - zRJ, where the subscripts o and I refer respectively to base and

current petiods. This index is taken to measure the. real reults of activity; real
activity itself is measured, analogously, by (w0L1+r,K,). As noted in section II,
however, th current value measures of activity and of its results will coincide if
they are consistently defined; and for the reasons developed in section III the
corresponding "real" value measures should coincide as well. A priori, then,
industrial production should be indifferently measurable by the real index of
activity or of its results;33 the fact that on their usual definitions these theoretically
indificrent measures do not in general coincide is the premier indication that those
definitions are in fact inappropriate.3

Even a conceptually inappropriate measure may of course be warranted by
purely practical considerations; but these also argue against the orthodox quantity
indices. First of all, these quantity indices will tend to cost more, not less, than the
"best" measures described above. Where acceptable estimates of current values
added are published as such or can be derived directly from the data, deflation by a

° 11111 (1971), r. i3-1 4. :rgucs that real value added cannot he measured as real activity because
value added indi'cs me operating surplus for which there is no quantity unit. This argument is to be
rejected on the' ariety of grounds noted above: because the usual competitive surplus is actually part
of the value of lie activity of capital equipment; because other types of surplus correspond to other
types of (primary factor) activity which are (a) best excluded from a strict definition of industry and (h)
conceptually no different from many other types of services (what is the quantity unit corresponding to
the activity of the individual paid to be named on a "cars will be towed by x" sign, whose major purpose
is deterrent?); and most of all because "real" does not refer to quanti!ics as such at all.

[he difference between these measures is ordinarily used to estimate productivity change.
Production functions, of course, do deal with things rather than values; and as we have seen they arc
best examined with a minimum of such a priori constrai..ts as are implied by aggregation of any kind.
See above, n. 19, and United Nations (1968), p. 66ff.
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single wage or price index will be relatively straightforward data on physical flOWS

will be much more difficult to obtain. This is particularly true of the "activity"
index, since historical information on physical capital is regularly available only in
special cases (transportation and textiles, in the main); but even the "results"
index faces piobkius, as iiiatenals lilPiti IJILa ate also rarely recorded. 'these arc
thus typically estimated from current production and net imports; but these
"availabilities" neglect the at times significant changes in inventories. Secondly,
these quantity indices will tend to he arbitrary: not just in the choice of base year,
which is as overt and relatively harmless as the arbitrary choice of deflator for the
proposed "best" measure, but in the very component series. Common deflation
by an index of the price of a homogeneous good takes quality distinctions (in all
other goods) in stride, since these are properly handled by relative prices; a
quantity index is instead plagued by the need to reduce the number of measured
goods to a manageable figure, and it does so by ignoring quality distinctions
(including quality changes overtime). This practically inevitable subaggregation is
guided by no clear criteria; different groupings would give different results, and
much arbitrariness which in theory should be manifest as the problem of weighting
a multiplicity of (homogeneous) time series will instead be buried in the arbitrari-
ness of the (heterogeneous) series themselves.3 Once again, it is the "activity"
measure which is particularly exposed to such difficulties: many industries con-
sume and produce homogeneous goods, though many more do not; but what
industry uses only a single type of skill or (especially) equipment at any point in
time, let alone over years or decades?

The orthodox index of real value added is thus in general more costly and
arbitrary than the "best" index proposed above, but less so than the orthodox
index of activity; on the other hand, it traces real value added (properly under-
stood) less well even than the index of activity. While the index of real value added
should not be a quantity index at all, that is to say, among quantity indices real
value added is better represented by the measure of activity than by the measure
of its results. The "double-deflated" index is most often criticized for being able to
produce negative real value added estimates.36 in fact, as we have seen, value-
subtracting activity is just as real as value-adding activity, and if our definition of
"industry" is broad enough to include it, our measure of real value added should
be negative whenever current-price value added is. The only paradox, as
Fabricant correctly pointed out,37 is the appearance of negative real value added
estimates in the absence of negative current-price values added; and this oddity
the "double-deflated" index is indeed heir to, because it is a quantity index with
negative weights.3a In general, of course, this is just another indication that
quantities are not "real"; in particular, it is a measure of the extreme indirectness
with which the "double-deflated" index traces real value added, and thus of the
likelihood that it will in fact do so very poorly. The quantity index of activity, in

Such buried arbitrariness is particularly pernicious in view of the widespread tendency to accept
available series at face value, without troubling to examine the extent to which they really are what
theY 1.Irport to be.

See for instance Fabricant (1940), p. 28; David (1962); and Arrow (1974), p. 4.
Fabricant (1940), bc. cit.
As is well known, (p0Q1- z,,R1)<0 may obtain even though (pQ0 z0R0)>t) and

(P,O - z,R1) >0 if (z,jp0) >(zjp,) or (RJQ0) <(R,/Q,); it is of course most likely to occur if value
added is small in comparison to value. See most recently Hill (1971), pp. 1519.
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contrast, is altogether less indirectly related to real value added, and thus likely to
perform signiticacitly better.

As noted above, changes in real value added the real value of activity and of
its resultscan usefully he attributed to changes in Output, or in real value added
per unit of Output; the latter, in turn, will reflect changes in technique (i.e. in
primary factor activity per unit of output) and in relative prices (i.e. in the real
value of a unit of primary factor activity). The "double-deflated'' index (p0Q,
z0R,) is clearly sensitive to changes in 0. hut measures changes in real value added
per unit of output only by changes in RIO; and these have no necessary relation to
the relevant variables at all. Assuming for simplicity a constant 0, it is easy to see
that changes in R would have a generally correct influence on the index if primary
inputs are being substituted for materials, with unchanging technology; or even in
the presence of technical progress, if primary inputs are industry-specific and so
scarce that the reduction in materials cost per unit of output simply raises their
relative price. In general. of course, technology changes, and primary factors are
not all (or long) in fixed supply. R, L. and K may thus dccfirie together (given 0),
with little change in real factor prices (or R arid real factor prices may decline, with
little change in L. and K); in such cases, the "double-deflated'' inde' registers a
wholly spurious rise in real value added per unit. This measure is thus prone to
overwhelming error; and since technical progress is industry-specific, that error
will also he industry-specifIc, with the result that calculated real values will he
totally unsuited to interindustry as well as iritertemporal comparison.

The "activity" index, in contrast, measures physical activity directly, and
cannot he distorted by changes in input--output ratios; it will err only in neglecting
changes in real factor prices. Because it errs, the "activity" index may also rise
when real value added declines: for instance, if demand is very inelastic, the
expansion of capacity may SO reduce its real value that on balance the real value of
activity is declining even though physical activity is increasing. On balance,
however, the orthodox "activity" index is clearly exposed to far fewer sources of
error than the "double-deflated" index is. In contrast to goods and techniques,
moreover, primary factors are far less industry-specific, particularly since crude
labor costs are the largest single component of value added;3" the errors of the
"activity'' index are thus not only generally smaller than those of the "dotihle
deflated" index hut far less severe in their differential impact and thus in the
distortion of interindustry comparisons. At the limit, of course, we can imagine a
world in which only one factor of production, homogeneous labor, transforms a
variety of inputs into a variety of outputs. The "activity" index then measures all
industry in the sonic physical unit, and is a perfectly correct index of meal value
added (obviously identical to the wage-deflated index proposed above) no matter
how production functions may he shaped or changing. The "double-deflated"
index would instead remain unreliable; since it is in essence an improper way of
disaggregating a not unreasonable aggregate,4° it can only he expected to behave
correctly if the differences between the aggregate and the components arc
essentially eliminatedic. if the problem of industrial measurement it was
designed to solve is cflectively trivialized,

' Any tendency to "long-run equilibtiurn," which reduces the cost of SjwCillC capital goods to the
Cost of capital in general, would reinforce this point.

See above, n. 28.
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/ however, the David index (like the orthodox indices) will measure industrial
production in units that are inherently different, and ol variable real value: the
index, though properly sensitive to all changes in current values added, is also
improperly sensitive to changes in relative goods' prices. Like the orthodox
indices, then, the David index is in general distorted, and capable of moving in the
wrong direction altogether. If technical progress saves I, and K, for instance, the
David index will register the decline in (real) value added per unit of output; hut at
the same time it will tend to understate it, since the (relative) decline in p that
accompanies such technical progress means that that industry's value added is
now measured in smaller real units. If zR/O drops faster than (wL + rK)/Q,
indeed, SO will p--and (given 0) the David index registers a rise in real value
added instead of the decline that is actually taking place.47 If changes in materials
costs instead offset increases in the producttvity of the primary factors, and thus
tend to maintain the real value of a unit of output, the David index will perform
well. The relative performance of the David index and of the orthodox quantity
measures of activity or of its results will thus depend on the particular empirical
constellation of changes in prices and quantities; since industry-specific prices and
materials costs often move together in response to changes in supply and demand
as well as in materials-saving innovation, however, there is at least a general
presumption that the David index, like the "double-deflated" index, will on
average perform less well than the orthodox quantity index of activity.

By yet another standard, however, the David index appears quite inferior to
all the alternatives considered SO far. One of the primary purposes of defining
(real) value added as a net measure is to make it insensitive to suhaggregation: for
example, we want to obtain the Same measure of the steel-from-iron ore industry
whether we obtain it directly or as the sum of the steel-from-pig-iron and pig-iron-
from-iron ore industries. Current-price value added, the "best" measure of real
value added proposed above, and the orthodox quantity indices of activity and of
its results all retain this highly desirable feature; the David index does not. If the
steel-from-iron ore industry is measured directly, the current value added of the
aggregate steel-from-ore industry is deflated by the price of steel; if it is measured
as the sum of its two components, part of that total current value added is deflated
by the price of steel, and part by the price of pigand unless relative (pig/steel)
prices remain constant this partial difference in the deflator will alter the resulting
aggregate estimate.4x

Value-added- weighted Output Index

A widely used index of an industry's real value added is simply that industry's
For purposes of interindustry comparison or aggregation, these output

I am assuming. for simplicity, that the standard of value is the wage unitor, equivalently, that
over the economy as a whole technical progresc is negligible.

In practice. then, the David index even [or a single nuustry is not the unique, base-invariant
time series ii at first appears to be: since any ordinary industry can be vertically disaggregated into
almost as many successive steps as one chooses to contcmp!ate, the David formula leads to a whole
family of indices: one for the :ndustry considered as a unit, and aiiother for each possible level of
disaggregation and (in consequence) base year as well.

At times, of course, ?utput is itself estimated by dividing an input series (typically the principal
raw material) by a constant input-output ratio; in such cases the index of real value added is obviously
the input. Ihe cscnlial point, for present purposes, is that the industry is represented by a single
physical series, be it O,K, L. or R; I will deal explicitly only with the most common practical case, in
which the index is 0, since the extension to other cases is perfectly straightforward.
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series are weighted by base-year values added Per uiut of output: the result is thus
a net output index, very (lifiCtelit in substance from a gross output index obtained
by using gross Value (price) Weights. Ill form, hOWCVCr, the result is an orthodox
quantitY index, and it duly shares the index number probleni''-----Whicl OflCC

again reminds us that this index will properly measure all production in the sante
"real" unit only when the implicit assumption that real values added per unit of
output remain constant turns Out to be correct. Out of the trivial context of pure
inflation, of course, the validity of this assumption will he a matter of luck; at best,
one can hope, the sources of distortion will largely cancel each other out (as they
may when capital is substituted for labor, say, or when increased fabrication from
lower-quality materials or for higher-quality output accompanies technical prog-
ress).

In the literature, this "output" index has generally been used to measure real
value added where the absence of series on raw materials precluded the calcula-
tion of the desired "double-deflated" index.50 While certainly a pis oiler justified
by its minimal data needs, this "output'' index should not, however, be considered
an inferior substitute for the ''double-deflated" indexnot only becaus the latter
is not the theoretically correct index of real value added at all, hut because in
comparison to a correct index the "double-deflated" index is not likely to
outperform the "output" index at all. If (R/Q) remains constant, for instance,
these two indices obviously coincide; and since as we have seen the constancy of
(R/Q) is perfectly compatible with changes in real value added per unit, these
indices can clearly coincide in a wrong measure as in a right one. If (RJQ) varies,
these indices will differ, as the "double-detlated" index alone then registers a
change in real value added per unit of output; but as we have seen that change
need not even be in the right direction, o there is no general presumption that
the "double-deflated" index is superior to the simple "output" indexeven where
these measures do in fact differ.

The "output" index may be similarly compared to the David index. These
indices will coincide if the ratio of value added to value remains constant,2 since
in the David formula the change in currentpricc value added is then exactly
matched by the change in the current price of the (output) unit in which value
added is measured; and as we have seen the resulting measure may well fail to
register an actual change in real value added per unit, If the ratio of value added to
value varies, these indices will not coincide; but as we have seen the change in real
value added per unit of output registered by the David index need not even be of

SO

In a similar vein, Hill (1971) isdevoted largcly to the question oF properly weighting indices of
output and of input in order to achieve the best estimate of the true "double-deflated" measure when
these component series arc subject (I) error.

IF (U, ,/O,.) = (R,/O,).

p00,, - z0R,41 Oi+ ,(p,, -- z0(R,1/Q,51))

p0O1-z,R, O,(p,,-z0(R,/O,)) 0,

'.2 (p, ,jO, , z,. I (p,Q, - zR,)

+ 0, - p,O,

(p,,O,1 z,+iR,+,)/p5 - z,5 1R,1)/p,jQ5+1)
(p,Q, - z,R,)/p, O,((p,Q, - z,R,)/p,Q,) 0,
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1)
the right sign, SO the "output" index (which assumes no such change) can again he
more accurate than its more elaborate counterpart. There is thus no general
reason to replace an "output" index by its I)avid counterpartor of course vice
versa, since the information which yields a I)avid mdcx wilt as readily yield thc
"best" index described above.

Unlike the "double-deflated" index hut like the David index, finally, the
"output" index is not insensitive to suhaggregation: unless the ratio of pig iron
output to steel output is constant, for instance, the estimated real value added
index for the steel-from-ore industry will not he the same whether it is calculated
directly as a single series (steel output times the value added in producing a unit of
steel from ore) or indirectly as the sum of two series (steel output times the value
added in producing a unit of steel from pig, plus pig output times the value added
in producing a unit of pig from ore). But whereas in the case of the David index the
data base is presumed complete and the choice of vertical disaggregation is
therefore arbitrary, the "output" index is in essence a way of stretching an
incomplete data base. It is thus in the logic of the "output" index to incorporate
new series as they become available: if the ferrous metals industry is represented
by a single (steel) series, it is presumably because no distinct pig iron series can be
obtained; if it can, it is natural to introduce it into the index (suitably reducing the
weight of the steel series), since it conveys extra information (on changes in the
ratio of output to input, inventories, or international trade) that will in general
improve the estimate. Unlike the David index, the "output" index is sensitive
toi.e. can be improved byhorizontal disaggregation by production process. A
single "industry" can be differentiated into a number of more homogeneous
sub-industries on the basis of technical information alone, thus increasing the
likelihood that within each disaggregated component real value added per unit did
indeed remain reasonably constant. At the limit, each "industry" would he
identified with a single well-defined production process, using given amounts of
(particular) primary input services per unit of output; and upon aggregation at
base year values the resulting index would obviously coincide with the corre-
sponding orthodox index of activity (woL+roKr)which as we have seen is
probably the best measure of real value added one can obtain by constant-price
aggregation of physical series, and in the absence of full information on current
values added.

In sum, if acceptable series on current values added are available, one should
simply deflate all of these by the price of a single, intuitively appealing unit of
constant worth. The deflation of each industry's value added by the price of its
own output would give clearly inferior results, since different industries would be
measured by different standards; and the result would hinge Ofl the inevitably
arbitrary degree of (vertical) disaggregation one chooses to impose. In fact,
neither this own-price deflation nor the orthodox "double-deflated" index of the
results of activity appears superior to the simple addition of gross output series
with value added weights, which requires a good deal less information. Among the
various quantity indices, in fact, the least incorrect index of real value added
appears to be the orthodox index of activity; and one notes that the simple (value-
added-weighted) output index approaches that activity index as (with the addition
of information on techniques) it is suitably disaggregated by production process.
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V. A NvN1rtucAi. SislulA-rioN

A more systematic appraisal of the Comparative Performance of these varjoti
indices can be obtained by means of numerical simulation. Iii order to focus on the
interaction between the imPetus to change and the shape f the production
function, I will assume that labor is the only primary factor of production, and that
technical change in the economy at large is negligible. In such Cirdunistances the
"best" measure of real value added s unequivocal, aitti the orthodox index of
activity will always give correct results. The comparisons will thus hear on the
relative performance of the orthodox "double-deflated" index, the David index,
and the simple "output" index.

I assume two industries in competitive equilibrium. In period I, each
produces 100 units of output from 100 units of labor and 100 units of raw
matcl'iai unit monetary values are 2.0 for Output, I .0 for labor, and 1.0 for raw
material. In each industry, output is obtained from the inputs by a constant-
elasticity-of-substitution production function53 of the forni

= g[aL, I - a1)R, b1-/t

The initial values assume g, = I and a, 0.5, SO that function reduces to

0, =[0.5L, "+O.SR, '] '.

The parameter h may vary from 1 (in which case the elasticity of substitution
s1/(1+b) is infinite and QE=[O.5L,+0.5R]) through 0 (in which case the

05 0.5 . -elasticity of substitution is unity and Q, = [L1 R, 1) to -r (in which case the
elasticity of substitution is zero and 0, = mm [L1, R,J). Assume, further, that
demand is unit elastic (so that pQ is constant, whatever 01); that raw materials
are in perfectly inelastic supply to the first industry (R1 = 100 whatever z ) and in
perfectly elastic supply to the second industry (z2 = 1.0 whatever R2); and that
labor is in perfectly elastic supply to both industries (iv1 = = 1 .0, whatever L1 or
L2).

Table 1 records the new competitive-equilibrium input and output values and
quantities in both industries consequent upon a variety of specified changes in the
original conditions (all the others being held constant): these include four cases of
supply increase (through three varieties of technical progress, respectively
neutral, labor-augmenting, and raw materials-augmenting; and through an
increase in the supply of raw materials) and one case of demand increase. In each
case, the elasticity of substitution is allowed to vary over its full range. One may
argue that (at this level of simplification) an elasticity of substitution greater than I
(-1 b <0) is not empirically interesting, as it implies that the output can be
produced by raw materials alone, without any expenditure of labor and thus
without any value added. in which case the "output" is the untransformed input
and the industry, stricto sensu, does not exist at all. The corresponding magnitudes
are included all the same, for the sake of illustration; it should be noted, however,
that the figures for L, and R with I, = in sections (a), (h), and (f) represent only
one of the possible equilibria (as the two factors of production are indistinguish-
able by either productivity or conditions of supply).

53
See Arrow. Chenery, Minhas and Solow (1961).
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Table 2 indicates the various indices of real value added for the terminal
situation (initial real value added being set equal to 100) as calculated from the
prices and quantities reported in Table I ." The most straightforward comparison
is between the "output" index i and the David index 4, These coincide whenever
b = 0 (s = 1), as (VA! V) is then constant; and they may coincide for all b, whether

While a "raw materials" index (R) analogous to the "output" index (Q) is not included inTable
2, its value can bc obtained directly from Table 1.
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6 s L1 R 0 ic, z1 Pi 1.2 R2 07 'V2 z2 P2

(a) Initial values:

b -1 s 101) lOt) 101) 1.0 1 .() 2.0 100 IOU 100 It) 1.0 2.0

(h) Terminal values, following technical change doubling the efficiency of L, and R,:

6 -- 1 s IOU I 1)1) 200 1.0 I .0 1.0 100 101) 200 1.0 1.0 1.0

(c) Tcrniinal values, following technical change doubling the efficiency of L1:

-1 co 150 100 200 1.0 0.50 1.00 200 0 200 1.0 1.0 1.00

-1/2 2 122 100 164 1.0 0.78 1.22 133 67 ISO 1.0 1.0 1.33

0 1 100 100 141 1.0 1.00 1.41 100 101) 141 1.0 1.0 1.41

1/2 2/3 86 100 129 1.1) 1.13 1.55 88 112 139 1.0 1.0 1.44

I 1/2 78 100 122 1.0 1.22 1.64 83 117 137 1.0 1.0 1.46
2 1/3 69 101) 114 1.0 1.31 1.75 77 123 136 1.1) 1.0 1.47

0 50 101) lOU 1.0 1.50 2.00 67 133 133 1.0 1.1) 1.50

Id) Terminal values, following technical change doubling the efficiency of R,:

-1 0 1(X) lOU 1.0 2.00 2.00 0 200 200 1.0 1.0 1.00
-1/2 2 76 100 125 1.0 1.24 1.60 67 133 150 1.0 1.0 1.33

0 I 100 11)0 141 1.0 1.00 1.41 lOU lOt) 141 1.0 1.0 1.41

1/2 2/3 114 100 148 1.() 0.86 1.35 112 88 139 1.0 1.0 1.44
1 1/2 124 100 153 1.0 0.76 1.31 117 83 137 1.0 1.0 1.46
2 1/3 136 100 i59 1.0 M4 1.25 123 77 136 1.0 1.0 1.47

1) 200 100 200 1.0 0.00 1.00 133

(c; Terminal values, following a doubling in the availability of R1
(to R1 =200 for all z,, and 22=0.5 for all R2):

67 133 1.0 1.0 1.50

-1 0 200 lt)O 1.0 1.00 2.00 0 400 200 1.0 0.50 1.00
-1/2 2 76 200 125 1.0 0.62 1.60 67 267 150 1.0 0.50 1.33

() I 100 200 141 1.0 0.50 1.41 tOO 200 141 1.0 0.50 1.41
1/2 2/3 114 200 148 1.0 0.43 1.35 112 177 139 1.0 0.50 1.44

1 1/2 124 200 153 1.0 0.38 1.31 117 166 137 1.0 0.50 1.46
2 1/3 136 200 159 1.0 0.32 1.25 123 155 136 1.0 0.50 1.47

0 200 200 200 1.0 0.00 1.00 133

(f; Terminal values, following a quadruplication of sales:

133 133 1.0 0.50 1.50

-1 ' 700 100 400 1.0 1.00 2.00 400 400 400 1.0 1.0 2.0
-1/2 2 563 100 284 1.0 2.37 2.81 400 4(X) 400 1.0 1.0 2.0

0 1 400 100 200 1.0 4(8) 4.00 41)0 41)0 400 1.0 1.0 2.0
1/2 2/3 295 11)1) 161) 1.1) 5.05 5.01 400 400 400 1.0 1.0 2.0

I 1/2 237 11)0 141 1.0 5.63 5.69 400 41)0 400 1.0 1.0 2.0
2 1/3 183 100 124 1.0 6.17 6.44 400 400 400 1.0 1.0 2.')

0 10(1 100 100 1.0 7.00 8.00 400 400 400 1.1) 1.0 2.0
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Key: I ....true" index of real value added I VAIn',)
quantity mdcv ol activity ),v,1., +
output" mdvii (I VA iO)Q,(

': David index (p01 VAR/pt))
i' "double.deflated" index (p,,Q,-- z,,R,)

1,2 2 (.2

1(M) (((4) (044) (0') (04) 1041 t)8t (((4) 104) 1(M)

(6) Terminal values. following technical change doubling the e1hc,enc' of t and Id,

100 2(u) 2(M) 3tM)b-1 vu0 tIM) 2)8) 201) 3(i))

(cI Teouinal values. tollovvung technical chan doubting the etlicncucvot 1.,

200 314) 30)t 90(4) 2041 2(X) 4('M' 4(M)

163 20)) 22(4 277 Ill 15)) 2)8) 233 .10))

141 III 193 241 (00 4) (4) 183 241

129 III 15$ 205 68 ('1) (23 tO), 91)

122 95 144 ISO (43 (36 t 14 t 56 182

114 79 (20 (57 77 36 (1)3 .0) (64

14))) 51? tIM) (00 ('7 tlf 5') 133 1)3

(dl Terminal values. following technical change thiutling the effrctunc) II) R,

-i 0 100 0 100 (I 21)41 II 2)8) "

-1/2 2 76 125 96 150 21)) 1.7 (5)) 1)1(1 (67 2(M)

0 I 100 141 141 (83 241 101) (4! 14! 183 24!

1/2 2/3 (14 14(4 169 196 233 112 139 155 1159 252

1 1/2 124 153 (09 206 227 117 137 161 192 2511

2 (/3 136 199 21$ 2!') 22) 173 (31' 167 195 261

0 21(4) 24)0) 400 )X( 20)) 133 133 tiM 20) 267

(e) Terminal values. following a doubling in the ztsanlahilixy ol R (as in 1 ai'te I)

-I 0 104:) 0 (3 (1 1) 71(44 I) (7

-1/2 2 76 125 96 5)) 78 67 ISO 1(14) 7.3 5))

o t 100 14! I'll 83 110 lOb 141 141 83 10)

1/2 2/3 114 148 169 96 124 112 13) 155 1011 118

I 1/2 124 153 189 (46 133 117 (37 161 (461 122

2 1/3 136 159 218 119 140 123 136 167 117 26

vo 0 20)) 200 400 200 700 133 133 178 133 33

(I) Terminal values. following a qitadruplicatnim o( sales:

-1 x 700 400 700 70)) 701) 41)0) 401) .1(M) 404) 41(4)

-1/2 2 563 284 401 469 1285 41(4) 400 404) 41(4) 4(M)

0 I 404) 21(0 204) 304) c 400 40(1 4)1(7 40(7 4)41

1/2 2/3 295 160 11(4 219 4x) .o() 41(4) 4044) .opo

I 1/2 237 14! (43 18) 1069 4(8) 404) 404) -aOl) 4(M)

2 1/3 183 124 57 14$ 66') 4)4) 40)) 404) 4)4) 414)

0 10)) 104) 25 00 100 404) 4)1(1 400 4)14) 4(M)

in error (as in the event of neutral technical change,
illustrated by case (h)), or not

(as in the case of growth without change in relative quantities or values, illustrated

by the response of industry 2 to the demand shift of case (f)). If i and (10 not

coincide for all b, then i3> i4 to one side of their equality, and i3 < i4 to the other

side; and as both indices err in the same direction ihroughout the range of s, one

index clearly outperforms the other throughout the empirically more interesting
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part of that range (s 1). It iS apparent, Irorn CaSeS (c) through (f), that i4
measures the change in real value added better than i (for s I) only in the case
of labor-augmenting technical progress (case (C)); with growth induced by deniand
shifts, or by shifts in the supply or productivity of raw materials (cases (d) through
(1)), the "output' index errs less than the David index. More: in all these cases, i3
actually coincides with i = i2 if labor and raw materials are not substitutable
(s 0); and while in the case of labor-augmenting technical change i4 similarly
does best with s = 0, it need not even then be free of error (thus industry 2 in
Table 2).

2/3 1/2 1/3

- us_I
5 ,

-, "-S200 -'-.5-- ,-

-, i
3 __.

151) - --

2/3 1/2 113

14

0

Figure 1

See also Figure I. These indices' relative performance is of course reversed in the lessinteresting part of the range of (s> I).
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(e2)

1 1 I I

21) 1/2 I/I) 0

Key: (ci): case (c), industry I
(c2): case (c), industry 2

350
(di): case (dJ. industry I
(d2): case (d), industry 2
(el): case (e). industry 1

300 -
(e2): case (e), industry 2
(1 1): case (1), industry I
i: 'true" index of real value added
i: quantity index of activity

250 5.1 i3: "output" index
14. David index\ is: "double-deflated" index (weights I)

200
i52 "double-deflated" index (weights 2)

ii
\'5- \

'.5 S..'
Source: Table 2
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100

I
4 I

/
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simply assessed. Only in the case of equiproportionate growth--when no meas-

urement problems in fact existdoes i5 perform as well as any other index (thus

worst of all measures (indeed, as in the present example, case (b), the index based
industry 2, case (1)); only in the case of neutral technical change will be ever the

on advanced-technology prices need not even be defined). In case (c), with

The comparative performance of the "double-deflated"
index i is not so
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Jahor-augrnenting technical change. i5 coincides with i' (itself poorer than i'1) at
the limiting case of zero-substitutability (s = 0), while manifesting the largest error
of all over any intermediate value of s; SO that i is here clearly worc than i4, and
never better than i3. If technical change is instead raw materials-augmenting (case
(d)), the relation of i to the other indices is rather more complex. l3oth initial- and
terminal-price-weighted i5 indices may he superior to i" (thus in the present
example industry 1 for low values of s), and both may be inferior to it; on the other
hand, both these versions of i5 vill in general be inferior to i3 throughout the
relevant rarige.5'

In the absence of technical change (cases (e) and (f)), finally, i5 displays to the
full its special strengths and weaknesses. In these cases, as noted, 3 is superior to
i4, and coincides with i' = i2 at the limit of s = 0; i5 is also free of error at that limit.
Short of that limitingcase, the two versions of i5 straddle i' = i2, and if the change
in (zip) is small enough, both of these versions (and thus, afortiori, any average of
the two) approximate i' = i2 better than i1 (thus case (e) in Table 2). The i5 index
that is biased in the same direction as i3 will remain superior to the latter, whatever
the value of s; but the one with the opposite bias can make no such claim. Thus, if
the increase in raw materials' supply were larger (say R1 increased by a factor of
10 or 20, rather than 2, and the drop in z were similarly inflated), i3 and the two
versions of i5 would become even poorer measures of I = i2 (the limiting case of
s = 0 aside); but the fastest deterioration would be displayed by the i index with
initial price weights which alone underestimates l 2 and which could readily
register a decline of real value added so overwhelming as to yield a negative
magnitude in the terminal situation. With the figures of Tables I and 2, the
analogous situation is in fact verified for industry 1, case (f): the change in the price
structure induced by the large increase in demand is such that while one version of
i5 is clearly superior to i3, the other is clearly inferior, and indeed not defined at all
for the middle values of s and b. These alarmingly high growth rates are
consequent upon low (or negative) initial values of (pQzR) at terminal prices;
and the problem largely disappears on aggregation with better-behaved indus-
tries, as in the present example.

In practice, of course, one will not in general either calculate a variety of
indices or know the specific form of the production function. In such a context, the
complexity of the possible distortions in the "double-deflated" index itself
decreases the measure's heuristic value in comparison to that of the other
imperfect indices whose misbehavior is altogether more predictable. At the other
extreme, the cheapest "output" index performs relatively well; and when it
doesn't its biases are perfectly straightforward and thus readily allowed for.

A?nlIersf College

' In the present example, the i5 index with terminal weights for industry I coincides with
= i3 for £ = 0; but the reason is the anomaly of a terminal z = 0, which gives raw materialsazero

weight and thus obviously reduces the "double-deflated" index to a simple "output" index. If the
augmentation of raw materials were limited to 50 percent, for instance, with s = , i i3 - ISO,= 226, and 5=

200 (initial weights) or 181 (terminal weights). Note that with s = I, I' i 100
= 122, and i5 = 144 and 159 with initial and terminal weights respectively: in contrast to the

present example (100 percent augmentation), the terminal-price-weighted i5 is then monotoriically
increasing, rather than decreasing, as s declines from I to 0.
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